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Abstract:
Predicting crack widths in reinforced concrete (RC) structures is important for Serviceability Limit
State (SLS) design. Crack widths exceeding the requirements can impair the functionality of a
structure, limit its use and even reduce the service life. Calculation methods for predicting crack
widths in one-way bearing structural elements have been developed for several decades and are
relatively straightforward in use for design of conventional RC ties, beams and slabs. This is not the
case for more complicated structural elements with large reinforcing bars (rebars) and covers, such
as shear walls, two-way bearing slabs and shells typically occurring in large-scale concrete
structures. Complete guidelines for predicting crack widths in such cases do not exist, and the
influence of large rebars and covers on the cracking behaviour of RC structures is still not clear.
Large-scale concrete structures are among others intended to be used for the planned coastal
highway route “Ferry-free E39” in Norway.
The main objective in this thesis was formulated to facilitate a calculation model capable of
predicting crack widths in large-scale concrete structures consistently. The study is subdivided into
two parts as i) evaluation and ii) improvement of the current practice.
The evaluation reveals that the semi-empirical formulas recommended by Eurocode 2 (EC2) and fib
Model Code 2010 (MC2010) yield inconsistent crack width predictions, particularly in cases of
large rebars and covers. EC2 prove to yield overly conservative crack width predictions, in average
predicting twice the size of maximum crack widths measured from an experimental study of RC
ties. This could have severe economic consequences in a typical design situation.

An improved crack width calculation model was formulated by using the basic principles in solid
mechanics, which lead to deriving and solving the second order differential equation for the slip
using the bond-slip law recommended by MC2010, however, with adjusted parameters to account
for the behaviour of RC ties. This resulted in the Modified Tension Chord Model (MTCM),
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essentially replacing the Tension Chord Model (TCM) in the Cracked Membrane Model (CMM), to
formulate the Modified Cracked Membrane Model (MCMM) that is capable of predicting crack
widths in large-scale concrete structures.
Comparison with crack widths measured from experiments reported in the literature showed that the
MCMM predicted crack widths consistently and with a mean for the modelling uncertainty for
crack width predictions being fairly close to one but still on the conservative side regardless of rebar
and cover size. A simplified approach was formulated as an alternative method to the MCMM, in
addition to a generalized expression for predicting tension stiffening normal to a crack, a feature
currently missing in EC2 and MC2010. The simplified approach was consistent in its predictions
but more conservative than the MCMM, as expected. The results in the thesis suggest that both the
MCMM and the simplified approach show great potential for yielding consistent crack width
predictions of large-scale concrete structures, and in general better predictions than offered by EC2
and MC2010 for SLS design. Finally, the thesis offers complete guidelines for predicting crack
widths in large-scale concrete structures subjected to in-plane loading.
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